
tasting laying down 2014-15 "111ite Châteauneuf-du-Pape 

Châteauneuf-du-Pape may always be better known for its reds, but as 
Andrew Jefford finds in a tasting shared with Simon Field MW and 
John Livingstone-Learmonth, whether the accent is on the increasingly 
popular Roussanne or the traditional multi-variety blend, the great 
Southern Rhône region also speaks fluently in the language of white wine 

H 
ow adaptable is lerroir? 
Does every distinguished si te 
have the polential Lo produce 

fine wine of both col ors and perhaps also 
a gTeat rosé? Or is there always an ideal 
choice, while the alternatives. where they 
ex:ist, serve principally to nourish a little 
useful commercial diversity? 

There are, il would secm, very few 
vineyard zones lhat can produce white 
,,,�nes as great as their red counterparls, or 
vice versa. \.Vere Côte-Rôtie and Condrieu 
(with Château Grillel) a single appellation, 
it mightquali�z Bmgundy has Beaune 
and perhaps Chassagne; and the Rhône, 
Hermitage. There are parts of Pessac
Léognan that are genuinely bipolar, but 
nol many. Once you move away from 
ù1ese zones (where one style sig11ificantly 
oulweighs the other i.n any case), Lhere 
is I i ttle parit:,1 even where there is 
adaptabilil)( ChâteaW1euf-du-Pape. where 
wb.ite,,�nes accounl forjust 7 percent of 
production, appears lo confirm the trend. 

L1 a way. indeed, it's smprising 
that white Châleaw1eLtf exists at ail. 
The red wi nes here are gmndiose, 
oft.en exh·avagant; their beauly elevates 
and celebrates solar force. Everyone 
remcmbers the greal puddingslones that 
glow in the dead of night, returning the 
swù gboslly heal to the vines. The broad
chesLed reds that resul t are natlli'ally 
heady; their balance is a gift of tannins, 
of glycerol, of unctuous and perfumed 
fmi l, and of meaty and minerai allusions 
rather than any boit offreshening acidity 
This does not, in other words, seem like 
propitiouswhite-wine country. lf you'd 
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never lasled white Châteauneuf. you 
might predict Lhat il wOLtld be overblown, 
under-zesl)i lorpid. 

As our notes confirm, that wasn't 
whal we f'ound, nor is it,.,vhat thosewho 
seek oul and buy this style enjoy. The 
charm of the white ,vines of the Southern 
Rhône is their subtly perfumed, 
languidly mouth-filling, amply graceful, 
smoothly structmed, quietly salislying 
mealtime beauly. m1d if you have a lik.ing 
for thal, then you wiU find Lhose of 
Châteauneuf do indeed seem lo bring 
extra concentration, nobility, and poise 
by comparison, say, ,.,,�th white Côtes du 
Rhône Villages Laudun, Lirac, or 
Costières de Nù11es. Most esta tes in 
Châteauneuf oblain a price of €20-25 
for the white Tra di lion cuvée and €40 
or more for any white special cuvée
whjch wouldn'L be the case if this 
singular sel of t.erroirs didn't have 
something special to sa)"�a the language 
of white gTape varieties, as well as red. 

THE CHARM OF 
THESE SOUTHERN 
WHITE WINES IS THEIR 
SUBTLYPERFUMED, 
LANGillDLYMOUTH
FILLING, SMOOTHLY 
STRUCTURED, 
OUIETLY SATISFYING 
...._ 

MEALTIME BEAUIY 

Variety showings 
But which whüe varieties? As always 
,,vilh Châteauneuf, Lhere's an unusuaUy 
,vide choice, since the regulations here 
permit vm·ietal wine, as well as blends. 
IL's worlh bearing in minci that a 
number of the whi le varieties, notably 
Clairette and Bourboulenc, have long 
been planted in Châleauneuf and were 
cuslomarily used \\�lh red varieties 
in lhe past lo bring (in the words of 
the late-rgth-century proprietor of 
La Nerthe. Joseph Ducos) "finesse, soul, 
and bri Ili an ce" to red blends. Seven 
white varieties are permilted Loday: 
Roussanne, Bomboulenc, Picardan, 
Grenache Blanc, Clairette Blanc, 
Picpoul Blanc, and Terret Blanc, with 
the laller four vm·ieties also ex:isting 
in pink-sk.inned Gris forms (so you 
may see allusion Lou possible white 
varieties). The one celebrated Rhône 
gnpe varietyyou won't find "vithin 
the appellation is Viognier, though 
it does perform interestingly in local 
IGP whites, Lo the e,,1ent that some 
(including Châteauneuf admirer 
Robert Parker) have called for it to be 
included in the appellation's permitted 
list. There are no signs, though, that 
such a decision is imminent. 

ln ils absence. the head-t.urner is 
Roussanne-m1d ,.,,�th four oul of the 
seven firsl-placed wines (Beaucastel's 
2015 Roussanne V ieilles Vignes, 
Domaine Grand Veneur's 2015 and 
2014. La Fontaine, and Domaine 
Patrice Magni's 2015 Cuvée 
Roussanne), il showed very well in our 

WHILENO BLENDSEEMS 
ABLE TO MATCHA PURE 
ROUSSANNEFOR SHEER 
SHOWINESSANDFORCE 
OF CHARACTER, BLENDS 
MAYWELLHAVETHE 
UPPERHANDWHEN IT 
COMES TO SUBTLETY, 
RANGE OF ALLUSIONS, 
AND GASTRONOMIC 
APTITUDE 

AVERAGE AND RANGE OF SCORES 
�-�-- -

Tasting 

SF 

AJ 

JLL 

Average 

89 

87 

90 

89 

---

Range 

81-94 

81-94 

82-94 

83-94 

ANDREW JEFFORD'S TOP WINES 

Château de Beaucastel Vieilles Vignes 2015 94 

Château La Gardine Cuvée des Générations 2015 94 

Château de Vaudieu Clos du Belvédère 94 

Domaine de la Solitude Barbérini 2015 94 

Domaine de Beaurenard Boisrenard 2015 93 

Domaine de Nalys Eicelenci 2015 93 

lasting. There are puzzling aspects to 
ils success here. li flourishes elsewhere 
in cooler locations (notably the 
l orthern Rhône and Savoie, where il is 
k.nown as Bergeron), and it is said (in 
Robinson, Harding, and Vouillamoz. 
l"Vine G-rapcs) to have "poor "vind 
resislance," even though Châteauneuf 
may well be Francc's,.,,�ndiest 
appellation. "\iVhatever the truth, its 
m·omatic charms can be hugely 
beguiling in Châteauneuf and, Lhough 
cerlainly rich on the palate . it retains 
factors of balance: the structure and 
layering brought by oak fermentation, 
in whole or in part; some juicy acidi ty 
(though analytically i t is ra rel y much 
above 4g/l, measured as tarléLric, even 
wilh a blocked malolact:ic); a perfumed 
densil-y; glycerol ilself. 

"\iVe did, though, survey L'NO other 
varietal ,vines, and both of these 
performed weU, too, \\�Lh a first-
equal place for Château de Vaudieu's 
unusually arLiculate pure-Grenache 
2015 Clos du Belvédère, and a second
equal highest scrore for La Bastide 
St Domi.nique's 2014 Chapelle, made 
from the rare rose-skinned version 
of Clairelle grown on the sandy soils 
of Pignan and St Georges. Whereas 
Bourboulenc and Picpoul Blanc 
chiefly serve to bring some acidity and 
l'reshness to blends (and Picard in and 
Terret Blanc are barely planted al ail), 
Clairelle is m1 interesting, long-planted 
variety capable of ma king "'�nes of 
antique complexity and probably better 
suited Lo I he climate and soils of 

Châteauneuf than any other. (IL is the 
second mosl ,,�dely grown varieLy in 
Châteauneuf' afler Grenache Blanc.) 
The risk vvith Clairelle is oxidation, 
but if this is avoided, il can bring poise 
and éU'omatic intricacy and intrigue. 
as well as secondary nuance to blends. 

Blends past and future 
Blends, in the end, are the historical glory 
of white Châteauneuf' as they are of red, 
and il was intriguing Lo note that while 
the varietal ,vines performed very well 
when our scores were arnalgamated. 
nine oul of Simon Field's 13 lop-scoring 
,.,,�nes were blends; four oul of my six 
Lop-scoring ,vines were blends; and six 
oul of John Livingstone-Learmonth's top 
Len ,vines were blends, too. The actual 
nature of each blend is complex and 
variable, but Field spoke of their 
"mysLerious magic." suggesling thahvith 
time they might outperf'orm the varietal 
,vines, while Livingstone-Learmonth 
slTessed thal "arLfLtl blending [ ... ] has 
always been the way in ,�neyards nea.J' 
Lhe Mediterranean.''

"\iVhile no blencl seems Lo be able 
to match a pure Roussa1rne for sheer 
shmviness m1d force of ch,ll'acter. 
our notes reveal that blends may weU 
have the upper hand when it cornes to 
subtlety of nuance. depth and range of 
allusions, and gast ronomic ap1 itude. lt 
is wi th blends, too, lhal each es tale can 
turn the patchwork of scaltered parcels 
so typical ofChâleauneuf lm1dholdings 
to besl account, as well as embroider a 
signature into ils esta te whit.e ,vine. 
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varieties, and in the end, my feeling is that it is 
probably best as a blending component. l 91 
JLL I Firm yellow robe. Exotic fruit aromas line 
the bouquet, litchi and mango, and a hum of 
florality underneath. lt's on the move toward 
amplifying and changing from its full youth. 
The palate has a crab apple, smoky flavor, with 
fine detail in its late stages: a real, good clarity 
there. This has a little of the red-fruits appeal 
that chimes with its grape variety well. lt would 
be great with some soft cheeses, Brie de Meaux 
and friends, also Szechuan cuisine. Marks for 
character. To 2026/28. l 89 

Domaine de Beaurenard 
Boisrenard 2015 (30% Clairette, 
25% Bourboulenc, 22% Ruussanne, 
20% Grenache Blanc, 3% Picpoul 
and Picardan; 14% ABV) 

1 90 

SF I An authoritative color with alcoholic tears 
berating the glass; the palate is creamy, indulgent, 
and rather jejune. Ripeness of fruit and a balanced, 
albeit youthful, personality evidenced, tight and 
unyielding. There is, however, potential. l 86 

AJ I Full yellow. Ah! What a lovely aroma. Imagine 
getting up late on an early summer's day (before 
the wild flowers have faded and died) in the depth 
of the southern French countryside, then flinging 
open the windows-that's what this wine evokes. 
Super complexity and charm here. On the palate, 
too, it is a very fine wine: rich, generous. mouth
filling, with huge weight and depth, succulence 
and richness. Ali that aromatic finesse is there, 
and there is also an undertow of supremely ripe, 
gentle acidity keeping il ail burbling along, as if a 
stream was running through the landscape ... Top 
white Châteauneuf-du-Pape, and a delicious wine 
for drinking tonight. l 93 
JLL I Bright, pretty full, yellow. The nose engages 
well, offers a handsome mixed bag of peach, 
cooked orange, and tilleul (or linden). The palate 
sets off well, links closely, and gives a fresh bout of 
well-streamlined content. There is oaking on the 
aftertaste, hence a note of toffee. This captures 
some freshness, and its center revolves around 
squeezy gras. lt will be more integrated, and the 
finish more interesting, in two or three years. 
2019-25/27. l 87 
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Domaine Chante-Cigale 2015 
(25% Grenache Blanc, 25% Clairette, 
25% Rottssanne. 25% Bourboulenc; 
14%ABVl 

SF I Unassuming of hue and aromatic, a pleasant, 
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JOHN LIVINGSTONE
LEARMONTH'S VERDICT 
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If 2014 was an exemplary vintage for white 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape thanks to its gliding 
balance, 2015 hit the targe\ from a different 
route-that of strength and near power, 
but it is saved by a freshness that also 
aided the reds and prevented them from 
being too big and overblown. 

The wines are therefore based on 
richness and the a li-important glycerol of 
the south, which came through in several of 
those wines that held plenty of Grenache 
Blanc. Olten regarded as humdrum-
a provider of texture but not much 
definition-the Grenache Blanc gave the 
wines body, length, and even flair in 2015. 
The 100% Grenache Blanc from Château de 
Vaudieu, its Clos du Belvédère, was a good 
example, bearing commendable finesse. 

From a varietal standpoint, the other 
top performer, of course, was Roussanne. 
Château de Beaucastel, with its World 
War I Roussanne, sets the mark on these 
wines of great suavity and profound 
elegance, but here there were several great 
successes, led by the 2015 Domaine Grand 
Veneur La Fontaine. 

Alongside these stately, nearly varietal 
wines, 1 would always applaud artful 
blending, as has always been the way 
in vineyards near the Mediterranean. 
That is why the Domaine de Beaurenard 
and the Bastide Saint-Dominique 
wines-also less expensive than the 
Roussanne brigade-were praiseworthy, 
especially given the high heat during the 
ripening season of 2015. Both of these 
were notably long. 

Across the Rhône, growers tell me 
that their white wines are selling fast 
these days, so there is now a virtuous circle 
of more time, effort, and money being 
invested in them. They certainly deserve 
a bonne table. 

TOPWINES 

Domaine Grand Veneur La Fontaine 2015 94 

Domaine de Beaurenard 2015 93 

La Bastide Saint-Dominique 2015 92

Château de Beaucastel Vieilles Vignes 2015 92 

Château de Beaucastel 2015 92 

Domaine Grand Veneur La Fontaine 2014 92 

Château Gigognan Clos du Roi 2015 91 

Domaine Chante-Cigale 2015 91 

Château de Vaudieu Clos du Belvédère 91 

Château de Vaudieu 2015 91 

almost sweet example, ripe and modestly 
exotic, lowish acidity yet quite complete; 
monolithic and stentorian, yet faithful to the 
vintage, and with a gentle twist of 
bitterness on the finish to complement the mid
palate generosity. l 8& 
AJ I Mid-gold in color. Sweet and warm, with 
some melon and cooked-sugar sweetness. On 
the palate, the wine is firm, sinewy, close-knit, 
with bright though well-rounded acidity, and 
plenty of depth and resource. This is a little 
monolithic and close-hewn at this stage, but 1 
suspect it will acquire more intricacy in a year 
or two. l 90 

JLL I Yellow robe, with a sheen. Nuts, peach, 
and a hint of white raisin show in a nose that is 
closely bound together. The palate attacks well on 
bright white fruits and prolongs its tasty content 
with a sure hand. The flavor assembles around 
peach above ail. This would be very good with 
ha li but or monkfish, and it deserves a bonne table. 

lt's exuberant and showing very well now. 
To 2021/22.191 

& 
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(!:6ante {!:igafe 
CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE 
AP�E:LLATION D'ORIOINt:: F"ROTt:Ot'E: 

-- 2015 - -

Clos des Papes 2015 
(16 66% Grenache 16.66% Clairette, 
16 66% Roussanne. 16.66% Picpoul, J 90 

16.66% Bourboulenc, 16.66% Picard<1n, 
15°·a ABV) 

SF I Bright light gold color, fresh youthful aromas 
of the orchard; the palate has energy and 
nutty complexity. Honeysuckle and verbena, 
opening up ail the time in the glass ... A hint of 
bitterness on the finish is a virtue in this instance, 
underwriting potential. l 92 
AJ I Pale gold. Gently sweet and warm; grainy 
dough and soft pressed seeds. Warm and 
spicy, but no particular floral grace. Spicy and 
concentrated, but some !asters may find 
this a little alcoholically overassertive. Once 
your mucous membranes have corne to terms 
with that, this is a lush, generous white 
Châteauneuf with real complexity and 
charm. The aromas begin to lift with time in 
the glass. 1 91 
JLL I Shiny yellow. The nose expresses warm, 
viscous airs with a stewed fruits, compote style. 
There is a latent oiliness, and the vintage heat is 
present. The palate is savory, wrapped together in 
rich bundle of dried fr(!its, white plu ms, showing 
some tannic assertion as it closes. lt finishes on 
the quiet side. Very much a table wine, given its 
stream of richness, strength. Decanting useful. 
2017-27/28. I o 

Domaine de la Janasse 
Cuvée Prestige 2015 
(80% Roussanne.10% Clairette 
10% Grenache: 145% ABV) 

1 90 

SF I A big, far from enigmatic nase of fruit sa lad 
and vanillin. The color is a little cloudy. Youthful 
and incomplete, the wine does not lack for 
potential. 1 would love to see a finished sample of 
this wine, as the qualitative indicators are ail there, 
albeit blurred by time's youthful haze. l 89 

AJ I Mid-gold. Rich and just very slightly 
strange aromas: seeds and vanilla-honey 
yoghurt. Finished? Attractive nonetheless. Rich, 
vivid, concentrated, and artless: a frank and 
straightforward effort to grab attention, which 
it does. Concentrated, commanding, and long. 
Will lime engrave in the subtleties? Perhaps 
it will. lt will certainly last... Fine raw materials 
here.191 
JLL I Slightly cloudy yellow robe. The nose has 
a baked, toasted lead, with a buttress of solid 
cooked fruit lying beyond. There are hints of 
aniseed, the outdoors of Provence. The palate 
starts on cooked fruits, a stone-fruit tang about 
them; this is unfinished business in the glass, 
but the portents are good. There is attractive 
and stylish freshness to bring it to a close. 
2019-28/31. l 90 

Domaine de Marcoux 2015 
(65% Roussanne, 25% Grenache 
Blanc and Clairette, 10% Bourboulenc, 
14'Yo AB\/) 

1 90 

SF I A complicated, slightly precocious nose, 
dried fruit dragged through the hedgerow. 
The palate is rounded, edgy, with almonds and 
beeswax adding interest to the ediiice. 1 &9 

AJ I Full gold in color. Warm, sweet, and 
creamy aromas; a touch of bubbled sugar, too. 
Come on in. On the palate, the wine is rich, 
soit, open, generous, and uncomplicated, 
with some sinew and sap, with vinosity, with 
sound acidity ... Generous, artless, 
hugely enjoyable.190 
JLL I Full yellow color. The nose is warm, ripe, 
with a cooked peach, lemon inner strength; there 
is a note of aniseed, too. The palate coasts with 
smooth content, its expression reserved for now. 
This is a traditional white Châteauneuf with a 
tannic depth within, just a litt le coarse as it stands. 
Allow it at least another year or two, and be 
ready to decant it. lts thoroughness is appealing, 
and there is glimpse of freshness on the finish. 
2018-27/29. 189 

Il Il 

DOM.\INE 
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MAHCOl"X 
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Domaine de Nalys Eicelenci 2015 
(46% Grenache Blanc, 26% J 90 

Roussanne. 28% Clairetle; 14�o ABVJ 

SF I Hawthorn and white peach on the nose; 
attractive, far from imposing. The palate is 
richer, more ambitious, further from where it 
should be, the potential compromised by a very 
gifted technician. lntriguing-one to watch with 
real interest. l 87 

AJ I A slightly paler wine within the run of this 
ambitious cuvée flight: clean gold. Bottle 2: Very 
attractive aromas of cream, honey, Toblerone. 
and eut white mushroom. On the palate, too, this 
is an excitingly allusive, energetic wine, with lots 
of marrowy fullness, almondy depth, and almost 
trulfley richness to it. An outstanding effort here, 
both full and structured, as well as hitting every 
aromatic button that white Châteauneuf-du-Pape 
can manage and finishing in a glorious effusion of 
honey and almond. Grand stuff. j 93 

JLL I Opaque yellow robe. The nose is buttery, 
has vanilla, roasted nuts in its center. The palate 
gives a white-raisin, sponge-cake flavor, sils 
back in the glass. lt needs time to emerge from 
its raising and get back to local virtues. There 
is a touch of aniseed from the Clairette on the 
finish. lt is a manly white Châteauneuf. Drink with 
Asian cuisine or butter- or cream-sauce dishes. 
2019-29/32. 189 

DOMAINE�� 
NALYS� 

CHÂTEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE 

,,fü l!ll bOUtf'1tle iau Domah1t 

2015 

Domaine des Sénéchaux 2015 
(32% Roussanne. 31% Grenache 
Blanc, 28% Clairette. 9% 
Bourboulenc, 14% ABV) 

1 90 

SF I Roussanne is clearly in control at the moment; 
tropical notes with hints of nectarine and gorse; 
the élevage is modern and interventionist, and 
there is a lack of inherent balance that may betray 
acidification; commercially sound and a hurrah 
for gratification, but a question mark over both 
authenticity and long-term potential. Far from 
disagreeable, for ail that. l 87 

AJ I Clear mid-gold in color. A very good white 
Châteauneuf-du-Pape aroma: full, buxom, and 
rewarding, with plenty of hints and nuances 
(apricot and peach, pounded almond, dry herbs, 
a whisper of lavender) to detain the drinker. 
On the palate, it is zesty, fresh, alive with zests 
and peels, and with nourishing, sustaining 
acidity, too. Aromatic right into the finish. 
Classic excellence. l 92 
JLL I Fine yellow robe. Elderberry, greengage airs 
lead the bouquet, a hint of petrol on the frame as 
well. lt has a well-assured and serene depth, is 

nicely broad. The palate is tucked together tightly 
and isn't expressing itself today. The content 
is savory, the texture smooth, so the elements 
are in place. 1 like the tasty gras here. Up for 
sauced dishes, mushrooms, since there is a little 
earthiness before the finish. Decanting is a good 
idea over the next few years. 2017-25/27. 190 

Do.M.AINE DEs,SÉNÉCHAuX 

Œ!,fü.emm.euf-nu-Jlcq.re 
..J M cazr:s PRO,Of!I( TAll'II: 
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Domaine de la Solitude 
Barbérini 2015 
(80% Roussannc, 15% Clairette, 
5% Grenache Blanc; 15% ABV) 

1 90 

SF I An entirely unsubtle fruit-salad concoction, 
rich and heady, flabby and indulgent, its appeal 
assured, its aging and gastronomie potential bath 
fatally compromised by overindulgence. l 8" 
AJ I Pale gold. Goodness: another electrifyingly 
good aromatic profile. immediately commanding 
your attention and lifting you to another place on 
earth and another psychic state from the one in 
which you opened the bottle. Sweet, soit, almondy, 
graceful, and enchanting-the wine equivalent of 
dappled September sunlight. A lovely nose I cou Id 
spend 20 minutes with. On the palate, this is a little 
less rich and a little more vegetal and marrowy than 
the nose suggested it would be. You cou Id even call 
it fresh, sappy, poised. But we are in Châteauneuf
du-Pape, and it is a Roussanne/Clairette/Grenache 
Blanc blend, so we have something that sils on the 
tongue like a leopard and just slowly purrs with all 
those soit and seedy things. Outstanding; a great 
example of a top cuvée. 194 
JLL I Fine yellow robe. Caramel and apricot lead 
the bouquet, which has a ripe and sultry-sweet 
heart: toffee on roller blades here. There is an 
inkling of saltiness. The palate holds very fine 
content, with only a glimmer of what it can 
become over time. There is a greengage dab of 
freshness on the finish. Patience required, but this 
is a pedigree white Châteauneuf that will reward. 
Decanting is urged. 2019-31/33. 1 90 

Château de Vaudieu 2015 
(60% Roussanne, 40% 
Grenache Blanc 14% ABV) 1 90 

SF I A bold color and creamy nose, vanillin and 
ripe green fruit nicely juxtaposed. The palate is 
generous, seamlessly textured, perfect balancing 
acidity, too fine to be engineered, and Roussanne 
given an indulgent rein. A modern, moreish style, 
yet supremely crafted and perfectly poised. 1 92 

AJ I Full yellow-gold. The nase is warm, and 
slightly clumsy; generous but not particularly 
allusive. Vivid, lush, fresh, and full on the palate, 
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